
My Next Reading Student Book 5

My Next Reading 5 Student Book Answer Keys
 Unit 1 Play Outside!  Ready to Read 1. I like playing outside. 2. I play freeze tag. (Answers may vary.)  Check to Understand 1. F 2. T  Comprehension Check A  1. c  2. a 3. c 4. a  B   <Playing Inside> .Jason plays smartphone games.He is not interested in outdoor activities.<Playing Outside> .Dad teaches Jason how to play hopscotch..Dad and Jason have a great time. Word Check A 1. hopscotch  2. suggest 3. agree  B. 4. same  5. old 6. learn  Think More A: I play treasure hunt with my friends.(Answers may vary.)  Unit 2 Jurassic Park  Ready to Read 1. I know about three dinosaurs.2. My favorite dinosaur is the Tyrannosaurus rex. (Answers may vary.) 
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smartphone games inside. in outdoor activities. 
Jason how to play hopscotch. time. 

with my friends. 

I know about three dinosaurs. My favorite dinosaur is the 

Check to Understand 1. T 2. F  Comprehension CheckA  1. a  2. b 3. a 4. c  B   <Brachiosaurus> . It’s bigger than other dinosaurs.. It’s very gentle. . It does not attack others.. It eats lots of leaves. <Tyrannosaurus rex> . It’s stronger than other dinosaurs.. It eats only meat. <Compsognathus> . It’s about the size of a chicken Word Check A 1. guide 2. attack 3. dinosaur  B. 4. explains 5. huge 6. meat  Think More A: I know about a GiganotosaurusIt has a small brain. (Answers may vary.)   Unit 3 Is It a House?  Ready to Read 1. I live in an apartment. 2. This house is on water. My house is on land. (Answers may vary.)  Check to Understand 1. F 2. T   
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Comprehension Check 

It’s bigger than other dinosaurs. 
. It does not attack others. 

than other dinosaurs. 

chicken. 

Giganotosaurus.   

 

I live in an apartment.   This house is on water. My house is on 
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Comprehension Check A  1. b  2. a 3. b 4. a  B   <Ger> .Mongolia .grassland .portable .easy to build and move <Stilt House> .Southeast Asia .near water .tall and safe from floods .on strong stilts  Word Check A 1. stilt 2. grassland 3. flood  B. 4. raise 5. build 6. portable  Think More A: It is a tree house. It is made (Answers may vary.)   Unit 4 How Sounds Travel  Ready to Read 1. I feel vibrations when my friends stomp their feet. 2. I hear people and cars outside.(Answers may vary.)  Check to Understand 1. T 2. F       
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is made of wood.  

 

I feel vibrations when my friends stomp 
I hear people and cars outside. 

Comprehension CheckA  1. b  2. a 3. c 4. c B   1. The sound vibrations travelair and materials. 2. Our ears collect the sound vibrations and send them to our brains.  Word Check A 1. vibration 2. bottom 3. pass  B. 4. send 5. tie 6. sound  Think More A: Yes, sounds can travel through water.  Sounds are louder in water than in air(Answers may vary.)   Unit 5 Simon’s Challenge Ready to Read 1. Yes, I do. It is a three-swimming, biking, and running.2. I’m good at swimming.(Answers may vary.)  Check to Understand 1. F 2. F  Comprehension CheckA  1. c  2. a 3. c 4. a  B   .Simon swims every morning.Simon runs to his school.Simon rides a bike after school every day.
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Comprehension Check 

travel through the 
collect the sound vibrations and   

Yes, sounds can travel through water.   are louder in water than in air. 

Simon’s Challenge 

-sport race: swimming, biking, and running. I’m good at swimming. 

 

Comprehension Check 

morning. school every day. after school every day. 
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Word Check A 1. strength 2. challenge 3. extreme B. 4. decide 5. join 6. limit  Think More A: Simon swims, runs, and rides a bike very hard. He wins the race. (Answers may vary.)   Unit 6 Pop Art  Ready to Read 1. I like to draw pictures of my family.2. Yes. I like the paintings because they are bright and colorful. (Answers may vary.)  Check to Understand 1. T 2. F  Comprehension Check A  1. a  2. b 3. c 4. b  B   .Pop artists create art with imageseveryday objects. .The paintings look simple and fun..It started in the UK in the 1950s.Andy Warhol was a great pop  Word Check A 1. simple 2. create 3. popular 4. artist  B. 5. dark 6. thin 
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Simon swims, runs, and rides a bike very 

I like to draw pictures of my family. Yes. I like the paintings because they are 

images of 
and fun. in the 1950s. .Andy Warhol was a great pop artist. 

Think More A: I would like to draw movie starsuse bold lines in my paintings.(Answers may vary.)   Unit 7 My Uncle’s Fruit Farm Ready to Read 1. Yes. I picked some apples last weekend.2. I can see two people and some apple trees. (Answers may vary.)  Check to Understand 1. F 2. T  Comprehension CheckA  1. c  2. b 3. c 4. a  B   .my uncle and I .pull a wagon .pick some apples .in the orchard .My uncle and I pull a wagonthe orchard. We pick some apples in the orchard.  Word Check A 1. twist 2. careful 3. wagon 4. orchard  B. 5. bug 6. farmer  Think More A: I can feed the animalsbarn for them.  (Answers may vary.)    
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movie stars. I would in my paintings. 

My Uncle’s Fruit Farm 

Yes. I picked some apples last weekend. I can see two people and some apple 

 

Comprehension Check 

wagon and go out to the orchard. We pick some apples in the 

feed the animals and clean the 
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Unit 8 A Great Composer  Ready to Read 1. Yes. I know of Mozart. 2. I think he is Beethoven. (Answers may vary.)  Check to Understand 1. F 2. F  Comprehension Check A  1. c  2. a 3. a 4. b  B   . At about thirty, he became deaf. He cut off the legs of his piano. He could feel the vibrations through the floor. . He was able to compose his music. Word Check A 1. cut off 2. deaf 3. compose 4. mind  B. 5. pianist 6. floor  Think More A: Yes! He is amazing because great works after he lost his hearing(Answers may vary.)   Unit 9 The Little Squirrels’ Acorns Ready to Read 1. I have apples, kimchi, and onions in my refrigerator. 2. I think they are talking about how many acorns they should pick up. (Answers may vary.)   
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deaf. piano. through the 
his music. 

Yes! He is amazing because he wrote works after he lost his hearing. 

The Little Squirrels’ Acorns 

I have apples, kimchi, and onions in my 
I think they are talking about how many 

Check to Understand 1. T 2. F  Comprehension CheckA  1. b  2. a 3. c 4. b  B   (3) The little squirrels come back home with acorns. (1) Mom Squirrel gives basketssquirrels. (4) Mom Squirrel says,“Good job, my children!” (2) The little squirrels takego outside.  Word Check A 1. second 2. acorn 3. squirrel  B. 4. pick up 5. third 6. store  Think More 1. Two plus three equals 2. Four plus five equals nine3. Seven times eight equals fifty  Unit 10 The Online World Ready to Read 1. I listen to music on the internet.2. I chat about singers with my friends online. (Answers may vary.)  Check to Understand 1. F 2. T     
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Comprehension Check 

The little squirrels come back home with 
baskets to the little 

says,“Good job, my 
take the baskets and 

1. Two plus three equals five. plus five equals nine. times eight equals fifty-six. 

The Online World 

I listen to music on the internet. I chat about singers with my friends 
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Comprehension Check A  1. c  2. b 3. a 4. b  B   < We can …>  .get information .give opinions and share ideas.share our joys and sadness <We should …> .respect other people’s opinions.not use bad words .not spread rumors .think again before posting  Word Check A 1. sadness 2. spread 3. imagine  B. 4. opinion 5. remember 6. Respect  Think More A: We should be careful of posting our pictures. We shouldn’t share our ID and password. (Answers may vary.)   Unit 11 Different Seeds  Ready to Read 1. I can eat sunflower seeds and pumpkin seeds. 2. I think the sunflower seeds aresmallest. (Answers may vary.)  Check to Understand 1. F 2. T     
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.give opinions and share ideas  
other people’s opinions 

be careful of posting our share our ID and 

I can eat sunflower seeds and pumpkin 
I think the sunflower seeds are the 

Comprehension CheckA  1. a  2. c 3. b 4. a  B   <Shapes> . round: mustard seeds . flat: pumpkin seeds <Textures> .smooth: bean seeds .rough: peach seeds <Colors> .black: sunflower seeds .red: kidney bean seeds .yellow: corn seeds <Sizes> . small: most seeds . big: sea coconut seeds  Word Check A 1. pumpkin 2. rough 3. round  B. 4. peach 5. smooth 6. sunflower  Think More A: It’s big (size), round (shape), (color), and smooth (texture).(Answers may vary.)   Unit 12 Vote for Emma! Ready to Read 1. I vote in the beginning of March at school. 2. She is writing a poster slogan.(Answers may vary.)  Check to Understand 1. F 2. T   
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Comprehension Check 

  

 

(shape), brown (texture). 

Vote for Emma! 

I vote in the beginning of March at 
She is writing a poster slogan. 
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Comprehension Check A  1. a 2. b 3. c 4. b  B   .Emma’s friends help her prepareelection. .They need a good slogan. .Noah’s idea is Emma for Class .Chloe’s idea is Go Emma! Vote.Emma likes Chloe’s idea. They use Chloe’s slogan.  Word Check A 1. plan 2. election 3. poster  B. 4. vote 5. prepare 6. boring  Think More A: The slogan would be Don’t Pick Your Nose. Pick Sam!  (Answers may vary.)   Unit 13 Volcanoes  Ready to Read 1. I know that they are hot and dangerous.2. I think lava is coming out of the mountain. (Answers may vary.)  Check to Understand 1. T 2. F  Comprehension Check A  1. c  2. c 3. b 4. b  
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prepare for the 

Emma for Class President. Vote for Emma! .Emma likes Chloe’s idea. They decide to 

on’t Pick Your 

I know that they are hot and dangerous. I think lava is coming out of the 

B   <Volcanic Eruptions> .Dangerous gases and lava.Hot lava flows over the land..Harmful gases burst into the air..Volcanic ash covers the sky. <Some Effects of Volcanoes>.Cities can be destroyed by volcanoes..Lava and volcanic ash make the soil .Volcanoes can create new islands or  Word Check A 1. erupt 2. dangerous 3. volcano  B. 4. bursts 5. flows 6. island  Think More A: Magma is hot liquid rock inside a volcanoLava is hot liquid rock, and it volcano. (Answers may vary.)   Unit 14 An Old Library in Ryan’s Town Ready to Read 1. They look new and nice.2. They are painting the walls.(Answers may vary.)  Check to Understand 1. T 2. F  Comprehension CheckA  1. c  2. b 3. a 4. c      
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lava come out. .Hot lava flows over the land. gases burst into the air. Volcanic ash covers the sky. 
Some Effects of Volcanoes> by volcanoes. .Lava and volcanic ash make the soil rich. .Volcanoes can create new islands or land.   

hot liquid rock inside a volcano.   Lava is hot liquid rock, and it flows from a 

An Old Library in Ryan’s Town 

They look new and nice. They are painting the walls. 

 

Comprehension Check 
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B   <Problem> .The library looks old with stainsscratches. <Problem Solving> .Get permission from the head of the library..Gather friends to work together..Sketch on the walls and paint <Result> .The walls look new and shiny. Word Check A 1. stain 2. proud 3. permission 4. scratch  B. 5. shiny 6. sketch  Think More A: First, I want to remove the stainsI want to paint the door. (Answers may vary.)  Unit 15 The First Marathon Ready to Read 1. I can run 2 km. 2. I think he is running because he has some important news. (Answers may vary.)  Check to Understand 1. F 2. T  Comprehension Check A  1. c  2. c 3. b 4. a        
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stains and 

from the head of the library. to work together. paint the sketches. 
and shiny. 

remove the stains. Then, 

The First Marathon 

I think he is running because he has 

B   .There was a big war between the Persians and the Greeks at Marathon.The Greek soldiers won the fight..Phidippides ran to Athens with the news of the victory.  Word Check A 1. fight 2. victory 3. arrive  B. 4. soldier 5. war 6. messenger  Think More A: I run when I want to go to the bathroom(Answers may vary.)   Unit 16 The Elves and the Shoemaker Ready to Read 1. Yes, I have. 2. They are making shoes.(Answers may vary.)  Check to Understand 1. F 2. T  Comprehension CheckA  1. b  2. a 3. c 4. b  B   .The elves helped the shoemaker.They made a pair of beautiful day.  .The shoemaker helped the elves..He made clothes and shoes for the  .The elves were happy. The shoemaker was happy too.  
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between the Persians Marathon. won the fight. .Phidippides ran to Athens with the news of 

I want to go to the bathroom. 

The Elves and the Shoemaker 

They are making shoes. 

 

Comprehension Check 

shoemaker. .They made a pair of beautiful shoes every 

.The shoemaker helped the elves. and shoes for the elves. 
. The shoemaker was 
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Word Check A 1. poor 2. elf 3. naked  B. 4. clothes 5. midnight 6. shoemaker  Think More A: The shoemaker became richlived with the shoemaker. (Answers may vary.) 
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became rich. The elves 
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